Berenjena™

A text typeface of Delicate Spiciness.
Designed to balance Readability & Elegance.
Berenjena family is composed of 8 fonts

Cursive Roman

Berjenena Blanca

Berjenena Fina

Berjenena Gris

Berjenena Negra
**Eggplant** (*Solanum melongena*) is a species of nightshade commonly known in British English as *aubergine* and also known as *melongene*, *garden egg*, or *guinea squash*. It is known in South Asia, Southeast Asia and South Africa as *brinjal*. It bears a fruit of the same name (commonly either *eggplant* in American and Australian English or *aubergine* in British English) that is widely used in cooking, most notably as an important ingredient in dishes such as Moussaka and Ratatouille. As a member of the genus *Solanum*, it is related to both the tomato and the potato. It was originally domesticated in India and Bangladesh from the wild nightshade, the thorn or bitter apple, *S. inca-num*. **DESCRIPTION** The eggplant is a delicate, tropical perennial often cultivated as a tender or half-hardy annual in temperate climates. It grows 40 to 150 cm (16 to 57 in) tall, with large, coarsely lobed leaves that are 10 to 20 cm (4–8 in) long and 5 to 10 cm (2–4 in) broad. Semiwild types can grow much larger, to 225 cm (7 ft) with large leaves over 30 cm (12 in) long and 15 cm (6 in) broad. The stem is often spiny. The flower is white to purple, with a five-lobed corolla and yellow stamens. The **egg-shaped** glossy black fruit has white flesh with a meaty texture. The cut surface of the flesh rapidly turns brown when the fruit is cut open. On wild plants, the fruit is less than 3 cm (1.2 in) in diameter, but very much larger in cultivated forms, reaching 30 cm (12 in) or more in length. The fruit is botanically classified as a *berry* and contains numerous small, soft seeds which are edible, but have a bitter taste because they contain nicotinoid alkaloids (it is a close relative of *tobacco*). **CULTIVATED VARIETIES** Different varieties of the plant produce fruit of different size, shape, and color, though typically purple. The most widely cultivated varieties (cultivars) in Europe and North America today are elongated ovoid, 12–25 cm long (4½ to 9 in) and 6–9 cm broad (2 to 4 in) in a dark purple skin. A much wider range of shapes, sizes and colors is grown in India and elsewhere in Asia. Larger varieties weighing up to a kilogram (2.2 pounds) grow in the region between the Ganges and Yamuna rivers, while smaller varieties are found elsewhere. Colors vary from white to yellow or green, as well as reddish-purple and dark purple. Some cultivars have a color gradient, from white at the stem to bright pink to deep purple or even black. Green or purple cultivars in white striping also exist. Chinese varieties are commonly shaped like a narrower, slightly pendulous cucumber, and are sometimes called Japanese eggplants in North America. — *Wikipedia*
When composing literary texts, you need the right combination of comfort in reading and a lyric spirit. This helps keep readers in the delicate atmosphere in which novels and tales can display all their charm. Berenjena will help you create this unique atmosphere, giving your designs an individual character.

Les Fleurs du Mal
Isidore Lucien Ducasse † 24/11/1870
Los Detectives Salvajes
Mario Santiago Papasquiarro
The Picture of Dorian Gray
“*Itro Fil Mogen* is the centre of our philosophy, and its significance is ‘totality without exclusion’ — the unfragmented integrity of all life, and all living things, that which contemporary Western culture often refers to as ‘biodiversity’. We are merely a small part of the universe — but one more aspect of nature, of the earth, from where we derive our words. Just one small part, an existence implicitly dependent on reciprocity. The elders say that this is why we must take of the earth only that which we truly need for survival. *We have no utilitarian purpose for the earth*. We each take what we need during our brief existence, just as the earth takes back from us, bit by bit, as we are converted back into water, air, fire and verdure.

— Elicura Chihuailaf
The letterforms of Berenjena link to the Neoclassical style of middle 18th c., in particular to the œuvre of printer John Baskerville. However Berenjena is not an historical interpretation but an attempt to recreate Baskerville’s fine sense of politeness into a new, contemporary design that could build a more serene rhythm, flowing & tender.
Even within its Neoclassical style Berenjena succeeds in exploring expressive details that can be seen in some street signs in Santiago de Chile. Most of those signs are made by self-taught letter artists who usually work far from the strict conventions of formal calligraphy. A challenge while designing Berenjena was creating a good type for immersive reading, while some details refer to that manual freedom in vernacular street lettering.
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All Berenjena Pro Itálica fonts include elegant Swash Capitals
Aubergine or Brinjal
Château Mouton Rothschild
Happy New Year
Wedding Presents
Carménère
Gorgonzola
Berenjena and Berenjena Pro support an extensive range of languages within the Latin alphabet. Please visit PampaType.com for more information.
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